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THE TRANSONIC

AREA RULE TO ASYMMETRIC CONFIGURATIONS

By James Rudyard Hall

slJMMARY

experiments concerning
of a configuration has

approximation of store

the transonic mea rule have shown that
a powerful effect as a dividing plate.

plus interference wave drag (new a Mach
● number of 1) for underwing stores was more accurately made by considering

the normal srea development of the configuration above and below the wing
separately instead of the total srea development. ., --
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Indenting a fuselage on only one side of the wing to allow for the
exposed wing volume gav?9~ppreciably less pressure-drag reduction than
that obtained with a symmetrically indented fuselage. A small reduction
of pressure drag was efJjectedover the unindented configuration near &
Mach number of 1.

*F*

INTROIY(JCTION
●*,/

The transonic mea rule promulgated in reference 1 has”been shown
to be useful as a means of assessing the zero-lift drag characteristics
of many configurations. Basically, the transonic area rule states that
the pressure field around a configuration near the speed of sound is
duplicated by the field sround the equivalent body of revolution of that
configurateion. From this concept two applications have developed, namely:
(1) the approximationof the pressure drag of a configuration by measuring
the pressure drag of its equivalent body of revolution and (2) the reduc-
tion of configuration pressure drsg by modifications designed to provide
a more favorable axial distribution of the cross-sectional area. The
question has arisen as to the extent to which the above applications are9
affected by asymmetry. For example, external stores carried below an -
aircraft wing may be somewhat confi6ed in their effect because the wing
can act as a dividing plate confining the disturbance due to the nacellesP
to one side of the wing. In such a case the sxial area development of

-.
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the nacelles is not equivalent to an annulus completely around the body.
Also, reduction of wing pressure drag by indenting the fuselage entirely
above the wing would not%e” expected to be as effective as symmetrical
indentation. These are important practical considerationsbecause most
aircraft configurations cannot be symmetrical becaus-of design and_
operational requirements. Although many investigations (refs. 1 to ~,
for example) have shown th&t the area rule can be applied successfully
to the approximation and reduction o~pressure drag of aircraft configu-
rations, little work has been reported on qusatitative measurements OP
the effects of asymnetry, and in particular on the effect of the wing
as a dividing plate. The present report presents the results of.two
brief investigations on this subject–conductedby the Pilotless Aircrsft-
Research Division of the hmgley Aeronautical Laboratory. The experi-
ments concern the extent to which a wing act= as a dividing plate with
regard to: (1) the representation on sm equivalent-body of nacelles
mounted below the wing and (2) the effect-of locating fuselage indentation
(for a wing) on only one side of the wing.

.

●

The experiments were performed at-the Iangley Pilotless &Lrcraft
Resesxch Station at Wallops Island, Vs., utilizing the 6-inch helium gun, .

and covered a Reynolds number range based on model length from 9 X 106

at a Mach number of 1.35 to 5 x 106 at a Mach rnihberof 0.8. 3

.,

SYMBOLS

acceleration, ft/sec2

cross-sectionalarea,

Drag
qs

in.2

L.—.

—

pressure drag coefficient, supersonic drag coefficient minus
subsonic drag coefficient

acceleration of gravity, 32.2 ft-/sec2

fuselage length, in.

Mach number

dynamic pressure, lb/ft2
●

radius of equivalent body, in. w
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s total wing mea of the configuration upon which the models were
based scaled to the size of the models, ft2

.

w weight, lb ——

.
x fuselage station, in.

7 flight-path angle, deg ..—.

CONCEPT

This section discusses applications of the transonic erea rule for
estimating the transonic drag rise of aircraft configurations with stores
mounted bel& the wing and of the transonic installation &g due-”-tothe
stores. The underlying principle of the technique presented is based on
the .assuurptionthat the wing acts as a dividing plate and that a con-
figuration IMY be represented by two equivalent bodies of revolution as

. determined by the geometry above and below the wing plsme of symmetry.
Of coursel the usual restriction of “near M@ch number unity” applies to
these applications of the area rule.

#

Underwing Stores

A configuration with stores mounted below the wing may be considered
to be divided along the wing plane of symmetry into two parts, one with
stores and one without stores, as is depicted in sketch A.

00 00
——

‘+=C+-+HHKX%-

Sketch A
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Then the pressure drag of the original configurationmay be thought-of
as half the sum o~the pressure Wag of a storeless configuration and a
symmetrical eight-store configuration. Inasmuch as the latt-ertwo are sym- “
metrical, their equivalent bodies of revolution may be used to approximate
their presswre drag. Hence, by averaging the pressure drag of the two
equivalent bodies of revolution it should-be possible to obtain the pres-

.

sure drag of a configurationhaving stores mounted below the wing.

Sketch B illustrates how the above principle may be used to approx-
imate the installation drag of underwing stores.

r 7

# kO-00 00——.—.06
~=o=— .~

00 00 -~ J_
Store in Eight-store No-store

presence of body equivalent body equivalent body

Sketch B

Since the eight-store ad no-store configurations are symmetrical their
equivalent bodies -canbe employed~to obtair.the eight-store and no-store
configurationpressure drag. Half the difference of the two should
approximate the pressure drag plus interference of four stores.

Installation drag of underwing stores may also be estimated in a
different manner using the area rule concept= At-a Mach nmber of 1
the four stores of the configuration sre reflected by the wing giving
+ apparent doubling of store pressure drag. When the four-store configu-
ration is converted to an equivalent body on the basis of.the transonic
area rulel the doubling effect is lost. Therefore it-is necesssry to
double the measured difference between the four-store equivalent body
and the no-store equivalent body in order to approximate the four-store
installation drag. The fact that the wing lower surface is not a flat–
reflection plane and that fuselage reflections occur subject this view-
point to some uncertainty.

Unsymmetrical Indentation

A wing-bo’&ycombination indented entirely above the wing to compen-
sate for the exposed wing cross-sectional-~ea distribution can be repre-
sented as shown in sketch C, wherein the configuration is divided into
two parts along the wing plane of s~etry.

—
.
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Sketch C

The upper half contains an indentation for the entire wing cross-sectional
area, whereas the lower half is unindented. If the wing cross-sectional

- area of each half were distributed along its fuselage, the indentation of
the upper half would be reduced in severity to a normal trsasonic inden-
tation while the unindented half would acquire a normal tr~sonic bump.#
(Comparatively, if a symmetrically indented configurationwere split as
above snd converted to two equivalent half-bodies> the wing cross-sectional .-—
srea would exactly compensate the indentations, giving two smooth, unin-
dented equivalent half-bodies. Also, if an unindented configuration were
split and converted to two equivalent half-bodies, each would have a
normal transonic bump.) These considerations show that the only advantage ‘-
to be expected from such an asymmetrically indented configuration over
an unindented configuration srises from a small reduction of pressure dr~-” ““
due to replacement of a wing bump on one side of the fuselage by “&nequiv---”
alent wing indentation. Inasmuch as the wing is not completely effective
as a dividing plate, the indentation above the wing should alleviate the
pressure drag due to the lower half of the configuration, and the pressure
drag of the asymmetrically indented configuration shoti”dbe somewhat lower
than pre&Lcted assuming isolation of the upper and lower halves of the
configwat ion.

CONT’IGURATIONS

The two aspects of the effects of asymmetry on applications of the
9 srea rule which are reported herein will be denoted as psrt I and part II

of the investigation. The two aspects employed different configurations.

~,~?!j -—---— .- - .—
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P& I of the investigationutilized bodies of revolution of the
configuration shown in figure 1. These were denoted as follows:

Equivalent body model Corresponding configuration

1 Fuselage + wing
2 Fuselage + ting + four stores
3 Fuselage + wing + eight stores

The nondimensional area distribution of-the basic configuration (and
hence of the models) is shown in figure 2. A drawing of models 1 to 3
end their coordinates Is given in figure 3. Photographs o~the models
are given in figure 4. The word “fuselage” as used in the table .abov&
for the equivalent body models is the fuselage of the original configur-
ation including the cross-sectional sxea of the tails, with the cross-
sectiond area of the stabilizing fins used on the models subtracted.
Both fin areas were similar so thattiheexchange of volume was small.

Pert II of the pro~am concerned the evaluation of the merits of._
indenting the fuselage to compensate for the complete cross-sectional
area of a delta wing above the wing only, compsred t-osymmetrical inden-
tation. A delta wing was used because it was felt that it would more
effectively isolate the upper and lower halves of the fuselage in the
region of the wing than a swept wing of equivalent aspect ratio} and
hence provided.a more severe test. The configurations employed are
tabula;ed below and depicted in fi&re 5. -

Model Description

4 Wingless
5 Winged, unindented
6 Winged, symmetrically indented
7 Winged, indented above wing only

.

.

,

1

—.

The delta wing which employed a simple hexagonal section was
3.6 percent thick at the mem aerodynamic chord and had a leading-edge

sweep angle of 52~0. The ratio of wing cross-sectional srea to fuse-
9

lage area was chosen to be as large as possible without producing exces-
sively high slopes.on the fuselage indentations. The high-fineness-ratia
nose was used to give low pressure drag in order,that the effect of inden- .
tation would be a lsrger percentage of the total drag. The cylindrical
fuselage section forwerd of the wing was..i~tendedto establish parallel
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flow somewhat before the indented region. The cylindrical section behind
the wing and the rather low boat>ail angle were used to reduce the flow.
angles over the sfterbody and minimize the base drag. The nondimensional
srea distribution and radius distribution of the models is given on fig-
ure 6. Photographs of typical models me given--infigure 7.

The models were machined of aluminum alloy and brass. The brass
noses were ballasted to give a static msrgin of 2 to 3 body diameters.

TESTS

The models were testedby firing them from the
at the Iangley Pilotless Aircraft Resesrch Station,
In aperation a model is placed -ina 6-inch-dismeter

6-inch helium gun
Wallops Island, Va.
balsa sabot in the

bree;h of the gun. A push plate behind the sabot bears against it and ‘-
the model. A quick-opetiingvalve admits helium to the gun bsrrel under
about 200 lb/sq in. pressure accelerating the sabot assembly down the

. 23-ft bsrrel to supersonic velocities. Upon emerging from the bsrrel_
the three segments and the push plate peel away, falling to earth within

——

1 50 yards. The model continues to decelerate along a ballistic trajec-
tory during which period a continuous velocity history is obtained by .
mesns of a ~ Doppler velocimeter. Atmospheric conditions aloft were
obtained by radiosonde measurements from an ascending balloon released
at the time of the’experiment. A flight path was obtainedby integrating
the velocity along a ballistic trajectory. The model deceleration was
compiled from the velocity history corrected for effects of wind and the
coefficient of drag was compiled from the relationship

C!D=-J&(a+gsin7)

The maximm systematic errors in the drag coefficient =d ~ch n~er.
measurements we estimated to be ti.0010 and ti.008, respectively.

The Reynolds number of the tests, based on a model length, varied

from9 x106 at amchn~erof 1.35 to 5 x lo6 at a’~Chn*er of 0-8= ._. .

RESUIZS AND DISCUSSION

. The measured drag coefficients of the pert I equivalent body models
(external store investigation) and of the configuration models (ref. 5)
from which the equivalent body models.were derived we shown in figure 8.

F In figure 9 are shown the corresponding pressure drag coefficients, which
sre assmd to be given by the drag rise above the subsonic level. .-me

. .
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pressure drag coefficients of the equivalent body models 1 and 2 are sub-
stantially lower than those of the corresponding configurations. This
discrepancy has been not- in several other similar comparisons for swept- - -
wing configurations (refs. 1, 2, and 4). The hypothesis discussed in the
section entitled “Concept,” in which the pressure drag of an asymmetric
configuration having four stores mounted beneath the wing was said to

.

equal the averaged pressure drag of the no-store and eight--storeequiva-
lent bodies, is shown in figure 10 to Improve the agreement obtained
without using this concept. Inasmuch as a swept-wimg configuration was
employed, the equivalent body pressure drag would be e~”ected to be lower
than configuration drag, as is the case. Although this single experiment
is not conclusive, it appesrs possible that-this concept might be found
useful in the application of the srea rule to the approximation of pres-
sure drag of configurationswith stores mounted below the wing, especially
for delta and straight wings for which equivale~t body
approximations me more .ccrrect-lymade.

The store pressure drag coefficients derived from
body tests sre compsred in figure 11 with the isolated
bag and the installation drag from reference 5. ““

pressure-drag

the equivalent
store pressure

.

It can be seen that interference drag is about ten times the magni-
tude of the isolated stores pressure drag. The method of predict= a

store drag by tsking half the difference between the eight-store equivalent
bady and the no-store equivalent body gives reasonably accurate results

—

near a Mach number of 1. In particular, it indicates the early *ag-
.-

rise Mach number and the high level of interference drag for the instal-
lation. The approximate method which involves tsking twice the difference
between the four-store equivalent body and the no-store-equivalentbody
gives poorer agreement with the measured drag-rise Mach number and level of ““
installation drag. As a matter of interest the store drag obtained by
tsking the difference between the foti-store equivalent body and the no-
store equivalent body is given and is see-nto give poorer agceement in the

-.

transonic region. The improved agreement above the transonic region mUst
be considered fortuitous since the reflection-effectspreviously discussed.
apply only very close to a Mach number of 1. It appears from these
comparisons that a more accurate prediction of-store-plus-interference
wave drag nesr a Mach number of 1.0 can be made by considering the area

—

development of the configuration above and below the wing plane separately,
instead of the total cross-section mea of the wing-body-stores combination.

The total-drag and pressure drag coefficients for the part 11 models
are shown in figure 12. The results show that the s~etric ~dentati~~
yielded substsmtial drag reductions neu a Mach number
reductions becsme smaller with increasing Mach number.
indentation was much less effective near a Mach number
Mach numbers actually increased the pressure drag over
configurations. These results are in sjgreementnesr a

of 1.0. These *
The asymmetric
of 1.0 and at high
the .unindented .
Mach number of “1
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the previously discussed concept, in that they show further evidence
the wing acts as a dividing plane.

CONCLUSIONS

1. Two experiments concerning the transonic area rule have shown
the ti~ of a configuration can exert a powerful effect as a dividing

plate.

2. The approximation of store plus interference wave drag (nesr a
Mach number of 1) for underwing stores was more accurately made by con-
sidering the normal mea development of the configuration above and below
the wing separately instead of the total srea development.

3. hdenting a fuselage on only one side of the wing to allow for
the exposed wing volume gave appreciably less pressure-drag reduction
tlum was obtained with a symmetrically indented fuselage. A small reduc-

. tion of pressure drag was effected over the unindented configuration
near a Mach number of 1.
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Wing Geometry —29.38

A+Ycl Ronb 3.66 — 2i.E3 -
Taper t%mo .30

Sweep of V4 do-d 45”

Rinbil .k?Ctkm 64AOD7

LNJ
--------

+~=_
22.69

.

x1.97

.%00 /+.

Figure l.- C!onfiguration
part I of the--current

utilized as a basis for equivalent body tests
investigation. All dimensions are in inches.

t-

Figure 2.- Nondimensional area distribution of basic configuration.
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Figuze 4.- Photograph of models 3, 2, and 1.
L-83803
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Conf@mationa employedin part II of investigation.
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Figure 7.- Photograph
and
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of models 6 and 7 showing fuselage
typical construction details.
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Figure 9.- Pressure drag coefficients.
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